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The Theory of the Universe Origination and Evolution of“Yunji Qiqian”
ZHOU Ke － hao
( College of Humanities，Xiamen University，Xiamen 361005，China)
Abstract: “Yunji Qiqian”is the largest book of Taoism，and it has collected the essence content of“Da Song Tian
Gong Bao Zang”，which is also called“Small Daozang”or Encyclopedia of Taoism．“Yunji Qiqian”discusses systemat-
ically the theory of the universe origination and evolution，and proposes the innovative doctrine． The main parts that dis-
cuss the universe origination and evolution are its second chapter，especially in the“Tai Shang Lao Jun Kai Tian Jing”．
It introduces two stages of the universe: the“chaos”state before the universe came into being and the evolution process
of the universe．
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起演化 的 相 关 范 畴，包 括“混 元”、“空 洞”、“混












































































































































为: 太无→混沌→ ( 空) 洞→无→有→ ( 经空无之
化) 万物。
混沌，就是“溟滓濛鸿如鸡子状，名曰混沌。”瑏瑢
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